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Chapter 1. Definitions
1) Definitions used herein shall have the meanings as specified in this Chapter:
2) “Trading Rules” shall mean the integrity of the Operator’s “General Trading Rules”, “Rules on
Corporate Securities Trading”, “Rules on Government Bonds Trading”, “Rules on Foreign Exchange
Trading” and “Rules on Terminable Credit Resources Trading”.
3) “Trading System” shall mean the integrity of hardware, software and other facilities used by the
Operator for purposes of organizing online trading, processing and maintaining information related
thereto, as well as performing other functions prescribed by the Operator’s Trading Rules.
4) “Trading Day” shall mean any business day on which trading with financial instruments is organized
by the Operator.
5) “Trading Session” shall mean the time period within the trading day, during which trading with
financial instruments is carried out in accordance with the procedure defined by the Operator’s
Trading Rules.
6) “Pre-Trading Session” shall mean the time period preceding the trading session, during which buy
(sell) orders may be placed in accordance with the procedure defined by the Operator’s Trading
Rules, when, however, transactions may not be concluded in case of availability of matching
counter orders.
“Opening Auction” shall mean the opening moment of trading session immediately following the
pre-trading session, during which orders placed during the pre-trading session may be executed in
accordance with the procedure defined by the Operator’s Trading Rules, whereas unexecuted
orders shall not be eliminated from the trading system and, from the moment of opening of the
trading session, shall be included in the corresponding Order Books of the trading session
organized by way of two-sided continuous auction.
7) “Post-Trading Session” shall mean the time period following the end of the trading session, during
which orders may be placed in accordance with the procedure defined by the Operator’s Trading
Rules, and transactions may be concluded with the weighted average price generated during the
trading session proceeding the given session.
8) “Exchange Member” shall mean the Market Participant having been granted the status of Exchange
Member pursuant to the Operator’s “Rules On Membership and Market Participation”.
9) “Market” shall mean the market organized by the Operator for the purpose of organizing public
trading of any financial instrument pursuant to the Law and the Operator’s Rules.
10) “Market Participant” shall mean the Central Bank of Armenia, as well as those banks, credit
organizations, investment companies, currency dealers and persons possessing the right to carry
out banking activities and / or provide investment services in the territory of the Republic of
Armenia under the legislation of the Republic of Armenia and international treaties, that have an
effective agreement with the Operator to participate to trading and that, pursuant to the
Operator’s Rules, have been permitted to participate to trading organized by the Operator on any
of the markets.
11) “Bank” shall mean a legal entity possessing a license (right) to carry out banking activities defined
under the legislation of the Republic of Armenia.
12) “Credit Organization” shall mean a legal entity possessing a license to carry out credit
organization’s activities defined under the legislation of the Republic of Armenia.
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13) “Investment Company” shall mean a legal entity possessing a license (right) to provide investment
services defined under the legislation of the Republic of Armenia, or having a registration of a
foreign investment company branch.
14) “Trading Participant” shall mean a natural person authorized by Market Participant for
participation to trading on the Market, who is entitled to participate to trading on behalf of the
Market Participant in accordance with the procedure defined by the Operator’s Trading Rules.
15) “Remote Terminal” shall mean a separated computer located outside the Operator’s territory and
designated for participating to trading by Market Participant, which is given an individual
permission by the Operator to connect to the trading system, and to which a software module is
installed enabling a real-time connection to the trading system either through the CBANet
computer network with username and passwords or Internet.
16) “Operator” shall mean “Armenia Securites Exchange” Open Joint-Stock Company.
17) “Depository” shall mean “Central Depository of Armenia” Open Joint-Stock Company.
18) “Conclusion of Transaction” shall mean reaching of an agreement between Trading Participants on
the material conditions of the transaction in accordance with the procedure defined by the
Operator’s Trading Rules, as well as on the rights and obligations arising therefrom.
19) “Transaction Price” shall mean the price per one lot of the financial instrument underlying the
transaction.
20) “Transaction Amount” shall mean the amount payable by the buyer for the financial instrument
acquired with the transaction (the product of the transaction price and the number of lots of the
financial instrument underlying the transaction).
21) “Cash” shall mean cash expressed in the Republic of Armenia drams or foreign currency, intended
to be used for acquiring financial instruments during trading organized by the Operator.
22) “Best Price” shall mean the highest price specified in buy orders, or the lowest price specified in
sell orders of the given financial instrument.
23) “Best Order” shall mean the order submitted with the best buy (sell) price.
24) “Limit Order” shall mean a buy (sell) order with immediate activation, that, at the moment of being
entered into the trading system, may be executed either in part or in full at the price specified in
the order, or at a lower (higher) price, and only at the price specified in the order after being
entered into the trading system and included in the Order Book.
25) “Market Order” shall mean a buy (sell) order with immediate activation, that may be executed at
the best sell (buy) price immediately after being entered into the trading system, otherwise it shall
not be included in the Order Book.
26) “Order with Immediate Activation” shall mean an order, that is activated immediately, at the
moment of being entered into the trading system.
27) “Iceberg Order” shall mean a limit order, that also contains a reserve quantity of lots not disclosed
to other Market Participants. In the event when a transaction with the given order is concluded in
the trading system, the order, within the reserve quantity, shall be automatically refilled with the
quantity of the transaction lots, resulting in a proportionate decrease in the reserve quantity of lots
submitted in the order. Moreover, in case of an automatic refill of the order with the reserve
quantity of lots, the given order maintains its time priority registered in the trading system.
28) “Stop Order” shall mean a buy (sell) order without immediate activation, that, after being entered
into the trading system, is activated and converted into a market order at the moment, when a
transaction with the given financial instrument is concluded in the trading system at a price higher
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(lower) than the stop price specified in the order, the price of which is different from the previous
transaction price.
29) “Stop-Limit Order” shall mean a buy (sell) order without immediate activation, that, after being
entered into the trading system, is activated and converted into a limit order with a limit price
specified in the order at the moment, when a transaction with the given financial instrument is
concluded in the trading system at a price higher (lower) than the stop price specified in the order,
the price of which is different from the previous transaction price.
30) “Order with Full Execution” shall mean an order, that, immediately after being entered into the
trading system, may be executed solely with the size of the total quantity of lots, otherwise shall
not be included in the Order Book.
31) “Order with Partial Execution” shall mean an order, which may be executed either in full or in part.
32) “Day” shall mean a condition of public quotation or of order with partial execution, whereby the
given quotation or the unexecuted portion of the given order shall be included in the Order Book
until the end of the given trading session.
33) “Immediate or Cancel” shall mean an order condition, whereby the order may be executed in full
or in part solely at the moment of being entered into the trading system, and where the unexecuted
portion of the order shall not be included in the Order Book.
34) “Good till Cancelled” shall mean a condition of public quotation, whereby the given quotation
remains in the trading system until its cancellation by the corresponding Trading Participant.
35) “Lot” shall mean the minimum quantity of a financial instrument allowed to specify in a buy or sell
order of the given financial instrument. In each market, the Lot size shall be defined pursuant to
the Trading Rules thereof.
36) “Order” shall mean a buy (sell) offer of any financial instrument entered into the trading system by
the Trading Participant, addressed to all Market Participants entitled to trade with the given
financial instrument and in which all the material conditions of offer execution shall be specified.
37) “Addressed Offer” shall mean an offer to conclude a trade or repo transaction with the given
financial instrument, addressed by the Trading Participant to any Market Participant through the
trading system during the trading session, the acceptance of which results in a registration of a
transaction conclusion in the trading system.
38) “Public Quotation” shall mean the invitation for an offer to conclude a repo or swap transaction,
entered into the trading system by the Trading Participant and addressed to Market Participants,
in which the main conditions of the offer shall be specified.
39) “Material Conditions of Order Execution” shall mean all mandatory conditions included in the
order being entered into the trading system by the Trading Participant, the fulfillment of which by
any counter order results in a registration of a transaction conclusion in the trading system.
40) “Order Book” shall mean the regulated sequence of buy (sell) orders of the same financial
instrument, entered into the trading system by Trading Participants and not yet executed.
41) “Counter Orders” shall mean sell orders in face of buy orders, and buy orders in face of sell orders.
42) “Matching Counter Orders” shall mean the counter orders to the given order that correspond to
all material conditions of execution of the given order and based on which transaction(s) is (are)
concluded.
43) “Repo Transaction” shall mean an agreement reached between Trading Participants for conclusion
of two interrelated direct-repo and reverse-repo transactions; with the former, one party sells the
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given financial instrument to the other, while obliges with the latter to repurchase it in the future
on conditions agreed at the given moment.
44) “Swap” shall mean an agreement reached between Trading Participants for conclusion of two
interrelated direct-swap and reverse-swap transactions; with the former, one party sells the given
currency to the other, while obliges with the latter to repurchase it in the future on conditions
agreed at the given moment.
45) “Financial Instrument” shall mean a share, bond (including a corporate bond expressed in foreign
currency), depositary receipt, investment fund share, foreign currency or credit resource that is
permitted to trading by the Operator.
46) “Corporate Securities” shall mean listed securities (shares and corporate bonds), as well as
instruments permitted to trading on the Operator’s free market platform.
47) “Government Bonds” shall mean government treasury bonds issued on behalf of the Republic of
Armenia and bonds issued by the Central Bank of Armenia.
48) “Foreign Currency” shall mean all the means defined by Clause 3, Article 3 of the Republic of
Armenia Law “On Currency Regulation and Currency Control”.
49) “Credit Resource” shall mean cash expressed in the Republic of Armenia drams, that, in accordance
with the procedure defined by the Operator’s Rules, one Market Participant intends to provide to
another Market Participant as a loan for a specific time and interest rate.
50) “Platform” shall mean a fraction of the Market, for which a corresponding environment in the
Operator’s trading system is created, for the purpose of organizing financial instruments trading in
the given fraction in compliance with specific criteria.
51) “Ticker” shall mean a distinctive code depicting the same class or type of the financial instrument
permitted to trading.
52) Other definitions used in the Operator’s Rules shall have the meanings defined under the Republic
of Armenia Law “On Securities Market” and the Operator’s Rules.
Chapter 2. Market Structure
53) In accordance with the procedure defined under the Law and its Rules, The Operator shall organize
the following markets:
a) corporate securities market, which comprises stock exchange, free market and corporate
securities allocation platforms;
b) government bonds market, which comprises government bonds trading and government bonds
auctions platforms;
c) foreign exchange market;
d) credit resources market, which comprises terminable credit resources platform.
54) On the stock exchange platform shares and corporate bonds listed pursuant to the Operator’s Rules
shall be circulated.
55) On the free market platform shares, corporate bonds, investment fund shares and depositary
receipts, which were permitted to trading pursuant to the Operator’s Rules without being listed
shall be circulated.
56) On the corporate securities allocation platform, the Operator, pursuant to its “Rules on Corporate
Securities Allocation”, shall organize the allocation of corporate securities, as well as the
privatization of public participation companies’ shares that belong to the government. The
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Operator shall organize government bonds allocation / buyback auctions on the government bonds
auctions platform, in accordance with its “Rules on Organization of Government Bonds Auctions”.
57) On markets and platforms organized by the Operator, trading shall be organized with full predeposition scheme in the manner prescribed by Chapter 5 of these Rules, with the exception of the
government bonds auctions platform, where the Operator shall organize government bonds
allocation / buyback auctions without pre-deposition scheme, in accordance with its “Rules on
Organization of Government Bonds Auctions”.
58) On the stock exchange, free market and government bonds trading platforms organized by the
Operator the following types of transactions may be concluded with corporate and government
bonds, respectively:
a) trade transactions, by way of opening auction, two-sided continuous auction and addressed
trading, in accordance with Chapters 6,7 and 8 of these Rules, respectively;
b) repo transactions in accordance with Chapter 9 of these Rules.
59) On the foreign exchange platform, the following types of transactions may be concluded with
foreign currency:
a) trade transactions, by way of two-sided continuous auction and addressed trading, in
accordance with Chapters 7 and 8 of these Rules, respectively;
b) swap transactions in accordance with Chapter 10 of these Rules.
60) On the credit resources platform credit transactions with credit resources may be concluded similar
to trade transactions in accordance with Chapter 7 of these Rules.
61) Trading by the Operator shall be organized solely with financial instruments that have been listed
or permitted to trading. Financial instruments shall be permitted to trading pursuant to Clauses 63)
and 64) of these Rules.
62) Corporate securities and government bonds shall be permitted to trading in the manner prescribed
by the Operator’s “Rules on Securities Listing and Permission to Trading”.
63) Foreign currency and credit resources shall be permitted to trading upon the decision of the Head
of the Executive Body of the Operator.
Chapter 3. Trading Days and Trading Sessions
64) The Operator shall organize trading with financial instruments through its electronic trading
system.
65) Trading by the Operator shall be organized by way of connecting from remote terminals to the
trading system through the CBANet computer network or internet in a real-time regime.
66) Every business day shall be considered as a trading day for corporate securities, government bonds,
foreign exchange and credit resources.
67) Pre-trading sessions shall be conducted on trading days from 10:50 to 10:59 inclusive, and opening
auctions - at 11:00.
68) Trading sessions for corporate securities, government bonds and foreign exchange shall be
conducted on trading days, from 11:00 to 14:59 inclusive, while post-trading sessions shall be
conducted from 15:00 to 15:04 inclusive.
69) Trading sessions for terminable credit resources shall be conducted on trading days, from 11:00 to
12:59 inclusive, while post-trading sessions shall be conducted from 13:00 to 13:09.
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70) The beginning and end (opening and closure) of the trading session shall be announced by sending
a corresponding message to Trading Participants through the trading system.
Chapter 4. Trading Participants
71) Only participants of the given market may directly participate to trading organized by the Operator
in any market.
72) Only Exchange Members that are considered as corporate securities Market Participants may
directly participate to trading with corporate securities.
73) Only banks may participate to trading with credit resources.
74) Market Participant shall be granted with a trading code.
75) Market Participant may have more than one Trading Participants, that can simultaneously
participate to trading.
76) Trading Participants shall have a good command of functional parameters of the trading system,
which shall be assessed by the Operator prior to granting a permission to participate to trading.
Trading Participants acting on behalf of corporate securities and government bonds Market
Participants and providing investment services shall also possess a relevant professional
qualification.
77) Each Trading Participant shall be granted with a username and a password, that may be used by
the given participant to register in the trading system and receive a permission to participate to
trading.
78) The username and password given to Trading Participant shall be deemed as confidential
information, which shall be open solely to the given Trading Participant. The Trading Participant
shall be prohibited to communicate or to allow to be directly or indirectly aware of the granted
username and password to a third party, including other Trading Participants acting on behalf of
the given Market Participant.
79) The registration of Trading Participants in the trading system shall commence 10 minutes prior to
the beginning of the pre-trading (trading) session and shall end at the moment when trading (posttrading) session ends.
80) Trading Participants may enter into the trading system buy (sell) orders with financial instruments
from the moment the pre-trading (trading) session starts. Submission of addressed offers, as well
as execution of transactions based on orders and addressed offers shall be permitted only from the
moment the trading session starts. Orders and addressed offers shall be entered into the trading
system only on behalf of the Market Participant and may only be on own or clients’ account.
Chapter 5. Exchange Trading with Full Pre-Deposition
81) Trading with full pre-deposition shall be carried out in accordance with the requirements defined
under this Chapter.
82) Trading Participants may, during trading with full pre-deposition, conclude transactions within the
limit of positive balances of pre-deposited financial instruments and cash, which can be changed
during trading (post-trading) sessions in cases and manner prescribed by Clauses 85) - 88) of these
Rules.
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83) Data relating to financial instruments and cash deposited before the commencement of and during
the trading session, shall be received and entered into the trading system:
a) as regards corporate securities and terminable credit resources - in accordance with the
procedure defined under the Operator’s and the Depository Rules and regulation;
b) as regards foreign exchange and government bonds - in accordance with the procedure defined
under the Operator’s corresponding Rules.
84) In the cases of additional depositions made by Market Participants pursuant to the Operator’s and
the Depository Rules, balances of deposited means shall be increased by corresponding amounts.
85) In the cases and manner prescribed by the Operator’s Rules, Trading Participant may, from his
terminal (remote terminal), withdraw in full or in part the deposited means of the given Market
Participant, namely the balance, or a portion of the balance available and free (not blocked) at the
particular moment in the trading system, in case of which the balance of the given means shall be
decreased by the amount withdrawn.
86) In the case when the Trading Participant enters a buy order (addressed buy offer) into the trading
system, the balance of cash in the corresponding currency (in case of securities expressed in foreign
currency - in that specific currency) deposited by the given Market Participant as a means of
payment, shall be blocked in the trading system with the amount equal to the product of
transaction price and number of lots, included the reserve quantity, and, in case of conclusion of a
transaction, the balance of the financial instrument purchased in the result of the transaction shall
be increased by the number of lots of the given financial instrument, while the balance of cash in
the corresponding currency deposited as a means of payment shall be decreased by the transaction
amount.
87) In the case when the Trading Participant enters a sell order (addressed sell offer) into the trading
system, the balance of the financial instrument deposited by the Market Participant shall be
blocked in the trading system with the number of lots of the financial instrument submitted in the
order, and in case of conclusion of a transaction, the balance of the given financial instrument shall
be decreased by the number of lots of the financial instrument sold in the result of the transaction,
while the balance of cash in corresponding currency deposited as a means of payment shall be
increased by the amount of the transaction.
88) Trading Participants may enter into the trading system sell orders (addressed sell offers) with any
financial instrument within the limit of the balance of the given financial instrument, and, in case
of buy orders (addressed buy offers) within the limit of cash in the corresponding currency
deposited as a means of payment, that are available and free (not blocked) at the particular
moment.
89) The requirements defined under Clauses 87) - 89) of these Rules shall also be applied to addressed
offers of repo and swap transactions. Moreover,
a) in the case of a direct-repo / swap transaction, the loan of cash and the borrowing of financial
instruments, and, in the case of a reverse-repo / swap transaction, the reacceptance of the
financial instrument and the return of cash shall be equivalent to the addressed buy offer;
b) in the case of a direct-repo / swap transaction, the borrowing of cash and the loan of financial
instrument, and, in the case of a reverse-repo / swap transaction, the return of the financial
instrument and reacceptance of cash shall be equivalent to the addressed sell offer.
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Chapter 6. Pre-Trading Session and Opening Auction
90) All orders submitted during the pre-trading session shall be limit orders, where the following
material conditions for execution shall be specified:
a) the ticker of the financial instrument;
b) the order type - buy or sell;
c) the price per lot in the corresponding currency (for securities expressed in foreign currency - in
that specific currency);
d) the number of lots, and in case of iceberg orders - also the reserve quantity of lots;
e) the quantity condition for order execution - with full or partial execution;
f) the time-in-force condition for order execution - day or immediate or cancel;
g) the activation condition of order - with immediate activation or stop.
91) Buy and sell orders with the given financial instrument entered into the trading system by Trading
Participants during pre-trading session shall be included in two separate Order Books according to
their price priority. Buy orders shall be arranged in corresponding Order Books in descending price
order, while sell orders shall be arranged in ascending price order. In the event when prices
submitted in more than one orders are equal in the same Order Book, the given orders shall be
arranged according to their time priority of registration in the trading system.
92) Trading Participants are entitled to remove their pre-submitted orders from the Order Book during
the pre-trading session, as well as to change conditions specified therein (with the exception of the
ticker and the order type).
93) The conclusion of transactions with financial instruments by way of opening auctions shall take
place in the way of comparing buy (sell) orders with financial instruments submitted by Trading
Participants during the pre-trading session, and of execution thereof in case matching counter
orders are present.
94) The price of each transaction concluded during the opening auction shall be equal to the price of
the matching counter order, subject to the prior execution according to price priority, which has
been entered into the trading system the earliest.
95) Orders not executed during the opening auction shall not be removed from the trading system and,
from the moment of the opening of the trading session, shall be included in the corresponding
Order Books of the trading session organized by way of two-sided continuous auction.
Chapter 7. Two-Sided Continuous Auction
96) Conclusion of trade transactions with financial instruments by way of two-sided continuous auction
shall take place in the way of continuously comparing buy (sell) orders of financial instruments
entered into the trading system by Trading Participants and of executing such orders in case
matching counter orders are present, in the manner prescribed by this Chapter.
97) In the order submitted during the two-sided continuous auction the following material conditions
for execution shall be specified:
a) The ticker of the financial instrument;
b) The order type - buy or sell;
c) The price per lot (except for market orders) in the corresponding currency (for securities
expressed in foreign currency - in that specific currency);
d) The number of lots, and in case of iceberg orders - also the reserve quantity of lots;
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e) The price condition for order execution - limit or market;
f) The quantity condition for order execution - with full or partial execution;
g) The time-in-force condition for order execution - day or immediate or cancel;
h) The activation condition of order - with immediate activation or stop.
98) Buy and sell orders of the given financial instrument entered into the trading system by Trading
Participants during the trading session, shall be included in two separate Order Books according to
their price priority. Buy orders shall be arranged in corresponding Order Books in descending price
order, while sell orders shall be arranged in ascending price order. In the event when prices
submitted in more than one orders are equal in the same Order Book, the given orders shall be
arranged according to their time priority of registration in the trading system.
99) During the trading session conditions of any order entered into the trading system by Trading
Participants shall be compared to the conditions of orders present in the Order Book of counter
orders. In the case when matching counter order(s) is (are) present in the Order Book of counter
orders, conclusion of trade transaction(s) shall be registered in the trading system.
100) In the event that during the trading session an order with partial execution, after being executed
with all available matching counter orders (conclusion of the transaction) remains, however,
partially executed, the balance (the unexecuted portion of the order) shall be included in the Order
Book in accordance with the procedure defined by Clause 99) of these Rules, or shall not be
included depending on the time-in-force condition of order execution.
101) In the event that during the trading session there are no matching counter orders in the Order Book
to the order with partial execution, the latter shall be included in the Order Book in accordance
with the procedure defined by Clause 99) of these Rules, or shall not be included depending on the
time-in-force condition of order execution.
102) Trading Participants are entitled to remove from the Order Book all their pre-submitted and
unexecuted orders, or the unexecuted portion of partially executed orders, as well as to change
conditions specified therein (with the exception of the ticker and the order type).
Chapter 8. Addressed Trading
103) With the financial instruments defined under the decision of the Head of its Executive Body, the
Operator also organizes addressed trading, of which Trading Participants shall be informed through
the trading system.
104) Addressed trading shall be carried out by way of accepting addressed buy and sell offers of a
financial instrument, when one Trading Participant sends through the trading system an addressed
order (oferta) to conclude a transaction with financial instrument to any Market Participant, and
when the Trading Participant thereof accepts it through the trading system.
105) In the addressed offer to conclude a trade transaction sent to a Market Participant during
addressed trading the following conditions shall be specified:
a) the ticker of the financial instrument;
b) the trading code of the Market Participant to whom the addressed offer is sent;
c) the type of the addressed offer - buy or sell;
d) the price per lot in the corresponding currency (for securities expressed in foreign currency - in
that specific currency);
e) the number of lots.
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Chapter 9. Repo Transactions
106) In the Operator’s trading system Repo transactions may be concluded only with full pre-deposition
scheme and with financial instruments for which conclusion of such transactions is permitted by
the decision of the Head of the Executive Body of the Operator, of which Trading Participants shall
be informed through the trading system.
107) Trading Participant intending to conclude repo transaction may submit a repo public quotation and
/ or an addressed offer. In this respect, in case when a public quotation is submitted, the availability
of corresponding means shall not be checked by the trading system, while it shall, in the case when
an addressed offer is submitted or confirmed.
108) Repo public quotations shall not be anonymous, meaning, Trading Participants may see the trading
code of the Market Participant having submitted the quotation. In case when an addressed offer is
submitted, it shall be visible only to Trading Participants of the Market Participant receiving the
offer.
109) The following conditions shall be specified in a repo public quotation:
a) the ticker of the financial instrument;
b) the quotation type: money lending, money borrowing, financial instrument’s lending, financial
instrument’s borrowing;
c) the price per lot: for securities expressed in foreign currency the price shall be specified in the
corresponding currency;
d) the number of lots;
e) the time period of the quotation: day or good till cancelled;
f) the repo yield (annual);
g) the discount from the current price of the given financial instrument;
h) the number of calendar days in the period lying between direct-repo and reverse-repo
transactions - from 0 to 366.
110) Conclusion of repo transactions shall take place by way of accepting the addressed offer to
conclude direct-repo and reverse-repo transactions, in the manner prescribed by this Chapter.
Repo addressed offer may or may not be based on the repo public quotation.
111) The following conditions shall be specified in the addressed offer sent to Market Participant for
transaction conclusion purposes:
a) the ticker of the financial instrument;
b) the trading code of the Market Participant to whom the addressed offer is sent;
c) the quotation type: money lending, money borrowing, financial instrument’s lending, financial
instrument’s borrowing;
d) the price per lot: for securities expressed in foreign currency the price shall be specified in the
corresponding currency;
e) the number of lots;
f) the repo yield (annual);
g) the number of calendar days in the period lying between direct-repo and reverse-repo
transactions - from 0 to 366.
112) The date of the reverse-repo transaction shall not be later than the day preceding the maturity date
of the given financial instrument (in case of financial instruments issued for a defined period).
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113) During the trading session Trading participants shall be entitled to remove their repo public
quotations and / or addressed offers pre-entered into the trading system, as well as to change
conditions specified therein. Repo addressed offers may be removed or changed, if they have not
yet been accepted by the Market Participant, to whom the given addressed offer has been sent.
114) Repo transaction shall be concluded when the addressed offer (oferta) of a Trading Participant to
conclude a direct-repo or a reverse-repo transaction is accepted through the trading system by the
Trading Participant of the Market Participant, to whom the given addressed offer has been sent.
115) Repo transaction shall be deemed as concluded from the moment when the acceptance of the
addressed offer to conclude a transaction is registered in the trading system.
116) Addressed offers and repo public quotations with “day” condition not accepted during the given
trading session shall be removed from the trading system after the end of the trading session, and
shall not be included in the trading system in the next trading session.
117) At the moment when a direct-repo transaction is concluded, the trading system shall generate the
report of a reverse-repo transaction, which shall immediately become visible to parties to the given
repo transaction, but shall be activated for approval from the moment when the corresponding
trading session of the trading day of the reverse-repo transaction conclusion is opened.
118) Parties to repo transaction may change the amount and the date of conclusion of the reverse-repo
transaction upon mutual agreement, from the moment the repo transaction is concluded till the
end of the trading session of reverse-repo transaction conclusion date defined thereby.
119) Changes to the amount and / or the date of conclusion of the reverse-repo transaction may be
initiated only by the lender of cash or the financial instrument, by sending a corresponding
addressed offer to the borrower through the trading system. From the moment when the
addressed offer is accepted by the borrower, the corresponding condition of the reverse-repo
transaction shall be deemed as changed.
120) The termination of the repo transaction before the expiration date of the reverse-repo transaction
shall be implemented in accordance with the requirements defined under the legislation of the
Republic of Armenia. The termination agreement of repo transaction shall be concluded by Trading
Participants in writing and the parties shall inform the Operator accordingly during the conclusion
day of the agreement by attaching a copy thereof.
121) In the event when the termination agreement of repo transaction anticipates an obligation to
return the means received by the direct-repo transaction, it shall be executed in the manner agreed
between parties.
122) To conclude a reverse-repo transaction, the borrower of cash or the financial instrument shall, for
the minimum of 15 minutes prior to the closure of the corresponding trading session of the trading
day stipulated by the repo transaction for reverse-repo transaction conclusion, be obliged to be the
first to confirm the addressed offer to conclude the reverse-repo transaction formulated in the
trading system at the moment when the direct-repo transaction has been concluded.
123) The lender of cash or the financial instrument of the repo transaction shall be obliged to accept the
addressed offer confirmed by the borrower of cash or the financial instrument before the end of
the trading session.
124) In the event when the reverse-repo transaction is not concluded on the specified date, it may be
concluded within 2 business days following the reverse-repo transaction conclusion date prescribed
by the repo transaction, without changing conditions specified therein.
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Chapter 10. Swap Transactions
125) In the trading system of the Operator swap transactions may be concluded with the foreign
currency permitted to trading with the analogy of repo transactions, pursuant to Chapter 9 of these
Rules.
126) The number of lots specified in the addressed offer of swap transactions shall be multiple of one
thousand.
Chapter 11. Transactions Registration Certificates
127) After the end of the trading session, registration certificates of concluded transactions shall be
issued by the Operator.
128) A registration certificate for transactions concluded by each Market Participant shall be issued,
which shall also be considered as a report from the Operator to Market Participant on transactions
concluded thereby.
129) The electronic version of the transaction registration certificate shall be sent to the authorized
e-mail of the corresponding Market Participant, registered in the electronic transfer assignments
server of the CBANet computer network, until 15:30 of the given trading day. The message of the
electronic version of each transaction registration certificate shall have the possibility of receiving
confirmations on the delivery and receipt thereof, and be protected with an electronic signature
and a password.
130) In the event when the Market Participant is not connected to the CBANet computer network, or
the delivery of the message through the CBANet computer network is not possible, the transaction
registration certificate shall be issued by printing in 2 copies, one copy of which shall be given upon
signing to the representative of the corresponding party to the transaction, while the second one
shall be remained with the Operator.
131) The transaction registration certificate shall comprise at least the following information: the name
of the Market Participant, details of transactions concluded by Trading Participants acting in the
structure or on behalf of the Market Participant and the amount of commissions subject to
payment to the Operator.
132) The Operator shall also provide a daily report to terminable credit resources Market Participants,
that shall comprise the following information: the volumes and interest payments of the due credits
that have been provided / received by the given Market Participant - by their dates, credits
maturing on the given day and their interest payments, as well as the free, unused limit of the given
Market Participant as per the end of the given day.
133) The templates of the transaction registration certificate and the report being provided to the
terminable credit resources Market Participants shall be defined by the Head of the Executive Body
of the Operator.
Chapter 12. Interfering in Trading Process
134) The Head of the Executive Body, or of the operational unit of the Operator ensuring the
organization of trading and the authorized representative of the Central Bank of Armenia shall be
entitled to interfere in the trading process (postpone the opening hour of the given pre-trading and
/ or trading session, announce the temporary break of a pre-trading and / or trading session,
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including that of a technical break, restart the interrupted pre-trading and / or trading session,
terminate the trading) in cases prescribed by this Chapter, of which the Operator shall inform
Market Participants and the Central Bank of Armenia through the CBANet computer network or by
phone within 15 minutes. The provisions defined under this Clause shall be also applied to
allocation and buyback auctions organized by the Operator.
135) The authorized representative of the Central Bank of Armenia may interfere the trading process
only through the Head of the Executive Body, or of the operational unit of the Operator ensuring
the organization of trading.
136) The opening hour of the pre-trading and / or trading session defined by these Rules may be
postponed in cases prescribed by the Operator’s Rules, or in cases when technical issues related to
the trading system or communication means designated to be connected thereto arise, but not for
the period longer than 2 (two) hours, after which the trading session shall be announced as not
held by the Head of the Executive Body, or of the operational unit of the Operator ensuring the
organization of trading, if the reasons of postponement have not been eliminated.
137) Trading session may be interrupted or terminated if one of the following events is present:
a) ubiquitous, drastic or significant fluctuations of normal prices of any financial instrument;
b) failure of a secure and efficient operation of the integrity of the system, or a threat thereof; or
c) other incitements endangering the normal operation of the market.
138) Technical breaks may also be announced during the trading session in case when technical issues
related to the trading system or communication means designated to be connected thereto arise,
until the elimination of the corresponding issue. A technical break without interruptions may take
no longer than 2 (two) hours.
139) Trading session may be terminated by the decision of the Head of the Executive Body, or of the
operational unit of the Operator ensuring the organization of trading if, during the technical break
announced in accordance with the Clause 139) of these Rules, grounds for the interruption of the
given trading session have not been eliminated.
140) Interrupted trading session may be restarted after elimination of grounds for the interruption of
the trading by the order of the Head of the Executive Body, or of the operational unit of the
Operator ensuring the organization of trading.
141) Orders and addressed offers entered into the trading system by Trading Participants before the
interruption of the trading session shall be maintained in the trading system also during the
interrupted trading session, except when the Trading Participant serves a request on the Operator
by phone, fax, the CBANet computer system or in writing to remove all the entered and unexecuted
orders from the trading system, in case of which all the unexecuted orders of the given Market
Participant shall be removed from the trading system. The aforementioned request served by fax
or the CBANet computer system shall be accepted by the Operator solely from the authorized
number or the electronic address provided by the given Market Participant to the Operator, and a
statement on the performed operations based on the received request shall be prepared in the
manner prescribed by the decision of the Head of the Executive Body of the Operator. The Operator
shall be obliged to maintain accepted requests and statements for the minimum of 3 years.
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Chapter 13. Transactions Concluded Outside the Trading System
142) Market Participants shall be under the obligation to inform the Operator of transactions concluded
outside the trading system of the Operator with financial instruments permitted to trading on the
Market in cases and manner prescribed by the Supervisory Board of the Operator.
Chapter 14. Internal Record Books of the Operator
143) For purposes of maintaining records of Trading Participants, as well as of orders, addressed offers
submitted and transactions concluded thereby, the Operator shall conduct electronic internal
record books defined by this Chapter.
144) The following information shall be included in the Trading Participants’ record books:
a) the name, address and contacts of Market Participant;
b) the number and the signing date of the agreement concluded between the Operator and
Market Participant;
c) the numbers and issue dates of licenses of Market Participant permitting to participate to
trading organized by the Operator;
d) first and last names of Trading Participant, as well as the serial number, number and the issue
date (if any) of the qualification certificate;
e) the type, serial number, number and the issue date of the identification document of the
Trading Participant;
f) the name, issue date and validity period of the document given by the Market Participant to
the Trading Participant permitting the latter to participate to Trading in the given market;
g) the trading code given to the Market Participant by the Operator;
h) the username given to the Trading Participant by the Operator.
145) The following information shall be included in the record book of orders per each order submitted
by Trading Participants during the pre-trading session and two-sided continuous auction:
a) the distinctive number of the order issued by the Operator;
b) the ticker of the financial instrument submitted in the order;
c) the time the order was entered into the trading system;
d) the order type and other material conditions for order execution.
146) The following information shall be included in the record book of repo and swap public quotations
per each public quotation submitted by Trading Participants:
a) the distinctive number of the quotation issued by the Operator;
b) the ticker of the financial instrument submitted in the order;
c) the time the order was entered into the trading system;
d) the order type and other material conditions.
147) The following information shall be included in the record book of addressed offers submitted to
conclude trade, repo and swap transactions per each addressed offer submitted by Trading
Participants:
a) the distinctive number issued by the Operator for the transaction envisioned with the
addressed offer;
b) the ticker of the financial instrument submitted in the addressed offer;
c) the trading code issued by the Operator to the Market Participant having submitted the
addressed offer;
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d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

the Market Participant on behalf of which the transaction is being concluded;
the type of the transaction envisioned with the addressed offer;
the amount of the trade or direct-repo / swap transaction included in the addressed offer;
the amount of the reverse-repo / swap transaction included in the addressed offer;
the annual repo / swap yield;
the username of the customer (if the addressed offer was submitted on behalf of the customer
of the Market Participant);
j) the operation type (“submission”; “change”; “change confirmation”; “removal”; “transaction
conclusion”; “prolongation change confirmation” (in case, when a confirmation of a
prolongation change takes place, regardless other changes); “cut change confirmation” (in case,
when a confirmation of a cut change takes place, regardless other changes), or “redemption”);
k) the time when the addressed offer was submitted in the trading system (HH:MM:SS);
l) the duration of repo / swap transaction (number of days);
m) the trading code of the Market Participant to whom the addressed offer is sent.
148) The following information shall be included in the record book of transactions concluded during
two-sided continuous auction and opening auction per each transaction:
a) the distinctive number issued by the Operator for the transaction;
b) the transaction conclusion time;
c) the distinctive numbers of corresponding orders submitted by Trading Participants acting on
behalf of Market Participants that are parties to the transaction;
d) the trading codes of Market Participants that are parties to the transaction;
e) the ticker of the financial instrument underlying the transaction;
f) the transaction price (in case if credit transactions – the interest rate);
g) the number of lots of the financial instrument underlying the transaction;
h) the transaction amount (except for credit transactions).
149) The following information shall be included in the record book of transactions concluded during
addressed trading per each transaction:
a) the distinctive number issued by the Operator for the transaction;
b) the transaction conclusion time;
c) the trading codes of Market Participants that are parties to the transaction;
d) the ticker of the financial instrument underlying the transaction;
e) the transaction price;
f) the number of lots of the financial instrument underlying the transaction;
g) the transaction amount.
150) The following information shall be included in the record book of repo / swap transactions per each
transaction:
a) the distinctive number issued by the Operator for the transaction;
b) the transaction conclusion time;
c) the trading codes of Market Participants that are parties to the transaction;
d) the ticker of the financial instrument underlying the transaction;
e) the type of the transaction from the perspective of the initiator of the transaction;
f) the amount of the direct-repo / swap transaction;
g) the amount of the reverse-repo / swap transaction;
h) the annual repo / swap yield;
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i) the number of lots of the financial instrument underlying the transaction;
j) the number of days in the period lying between direct-repo and reverse-repo transactions.
151) The samples of the record books described under this Chapter shall be approved by the Head of
the Executive Body of the Operator. All the records shall be made and archived till 18:00 of the
given business day and shall be subject to maintenance for the minimum of 7 years.
Chapter 15. Ensuring Trading System Security, Backup Copies and Procedures
152) The organization of the trading system security shall be aimed to ensuring the confidentiality of
information maintained and circulated in the trading system, the continuity of operations executed
through the trading system, the reliability of the performance of the trading system, as well as to
excluding the non-authorized use, modification, destruction of information, the execution of
unauthorized attempts to enter the trading system, the unpermitted distribution of accesses, the
loss of information or the under-delivery thereof.
153) All the input data circulated through the trading system, as well as the outgoing information sources
shall be subject to protection in the trading system, together with the software, databases,
password keys and archive files.
154) It shall be mandatory that at the end of each trading day after the trading sessions are ended, the
data, bases, software, passwords and archive files that are subject to protection as specified under
Clause 2 of this Chapter, be prepared and maintained in safes.
155) In the event of impossibility to enter orders into the trading system through the remote terminal
located in the territory of the Market Participant, or to perform all other operations to participate
to trading, the Trading Participant may request the Operator to use the terminal installed in the
room in the Operator’s location and designated for similar occurrences, through which the Trading
Participant may connect to the trading system in a real-time regime and participate to trading, or
may request the Operator by phone, the CBANet computer system or in writing to remove all the
entered and unexecuted orders from the trading system, in case of which all the unexecuted orders
of the given Market Participant shall be removed from the trading system. A statement on the
performed operations based on the received requests shall be prepared in the manner prescribed
by the decision of the Head of the Executive Body of the Operator. The Operator shall be obliged
to maintain the accepted requests (in case of requests received by phone – the recordings thereof)
and statements for the minimum of 3 years.
Chapter 16. Prohibition of Official Data Usage and of Market Abuse
156) Market Participants, Trading Participants, as well as the Operator’s superior officials and employees
shall be prohibited to conclude transactions on the market organized by the Operator by way of
unfairly using official and internal data, as well as to commit price abuse or take actions contributing
thereto.
Chapter 17. Control over Compliance with the Trading Rules and Imposition of Sanctions
157) Control over compliance with the provisions defined under the Trading Rules shall be implemented
by the Operator and the Central Bank of Armenia.
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158) Market Participant shall be held responsible for violation of provisions defined under the Trading
Rules pursuant to the agreement concluded between the Operator and the given Market
Participant, the Operator’s Rules and in accordance with the procedure prescribed by the Central
Bank of Armenia.
159) Disputes arisen between Market Participants, or the Operator and Market Participants in the scope
of control over compliance with the Trading Rules shall be resolved in accordance with the
procedure prescribed by the Operator’s Rules and the legislation of the Republic of Armenia.
Chapter 18. Amendments and Addendums to the Rules
160) Amendments and addendums to these Rules shall be indivisible parts hereof and shall go into effect
in accordance with the procedure prescribed by the Law, unless otherwise stipulated by these
Rules.
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